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In 2007, almost 20 years after the opening of the Round Table nego tiations in Poland, a conservative and populist coalition government passed a large amendment to the 1997 Lustration Law. The law, part of a set of radical measures intended to purge former collaborators of the Communist regime from society, received some opposition including from within sectors of the former Solidarity trade union. That same year in Spain, more than 30 years after the death of Franco, a center-left minority government succeeded in passing the so-called 'Law of Historical Memory', after three years of intensive public debate and difficult negotiations between the various parliamentary groups. The law rehabilitated victims of the Spanish Civil War, the Francoist dictatorship and the transition to democracy, and was approved together with a set of progressive measures that displeased the right and the Catholic Church. This chapter argues that the approval of those two pieces of legislation resulted from the elites' perception of potential political gains and their willingness to re-open old debates.
This chapter analyzes those two recent events in Poland and Spain focusing on the potential relationship between the re-emergence of the past, electoral campaigns, their outcome and the potential political gains associated with it. First, it begins by proposing the concept of 'post-transitional justice' to describe the phenomenon of the reintroduction of the past onto the political agenda in consolidated democracies. Second, it looks at the 2005 electoral campaign in Poland and the 2004 electoral campaign in Spain, focusing on the importance of the issue during those campaigns and on the role played by the most significant parties during the approval of the above-mentioned legislation. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the relevance of electoral campaigns for the emergence of post-transitional justice processes and the overall meaning of these processes.
Post-transitional justice
Dictatorial regimes create and propagate certain narratives of the past that legitimate their birth, existence and procedures. At the moment of democratic breakthrough, the state's approach to the past is still the one inherited from the previous regime. The new elite may or may not immediately engage in deconstructing that narrative and making a stand with respect to the previous non-democratic regime. One way in which this can be done is through the adoption of a wide spectrum
